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ELEMENTS OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. By Miriam Scott Lucas. Phila-
delphia, Lea & Febiger, 2d edition, 1950. 357 pp. $4.75.
The second edition of this college text of human physiology shows very
little change from the first edition. Despite the statement in the preface
that the section on the nervous system is completely rewritten, there seems
to have been no rewriting at all of this section, but merely a moderate
rearrangement involving the bodily transposition of entire paragraphs.
This is about the extent of any of the revisions of the text in the entire book.
Of the only two real changes in this edition one is of a regressive nature,
one is progressive, neither is very spectacular. The regressive change
concerns the color plates of the first edition, all but two of which have shed
their color, appearing in this edition in their primitive black-and-white.
The other modification is the addition of references to additional reading,
nonexistent in the first edition, at the ends of chapters. These bibliogra-
phies, however, are still in their infancy, being neither extensive nor
particularly well selected. Such an obvious choice, for instance, as Fulton's
Physiology of the Nervous System is omitted.
The coverage of topics is nominally large, but the actual treatment of
most topics is quite brief, being either a broad, non-detailed account of the
subject, or a fairly detailed exposition made compact through lack of
logical development. The physical aspects of the book-binding, format,
paper, printing, and illustrations-are all excellent. In fact, the 158 illus-
trations, mostly selected from the standard texts of anatomy, histology,
and physiology, are the most satisfactory, albeit unoriginal, feature of this
text.
R. G.
HARVEY CUSHING, SURGEON, AUTHOR, ARTIST. By Elizabeth H. Thom-
son. New York, Henry Schuman, Inc., 1950. xviii + 347 pp. $4.00.
Viewing with affectionate amusement the literary output of one of his
young colleagues, Dr. Cushing once wrote to his friend, Arnold Klebs,
that he thought there should be a sign above that colleague's door, "Obitu-
aries written while you wait." In those later years of his life, he was also
fond of saying that the thought of being the subject of such attention added
one more terror to death. He heartily detested the current biographical
trend of dissecting people, putting every thought and deed under the
microscope and trying to read into them motives that were usually the
product of the author's own imagination. In writing the biography of Sir
William Osler, he had it clearly in mind that he must not make the man a
saint (even though W. 0. probably seemed a good deal like one to him)
but at the same time that he must be "kind" without in the least distorting
the truth.
All this is preamble to the statement that Dr. Cushing has been fortunate
in his own biographers. Although in the two accounts of his life that have
appeared since 1939 various incidents are outlined to which he very
possibly would have given a slightly different interpretation, especially in
Dr. Fulton's full-length biography, Dr. Cushing would have been the first
to appreciate the spirit in which these accounts of his life had been writ-
ten and to recognize the particular merits of Miss Thomson's portrayal-
and would have been embarrassed though pleased to find himself in the
distinguished company of Henry Schuman's Life of Science Library.YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
With a definitive "Life" of Dr. Cushing already published, Miss Thom-
son's task has been to portray her subject more briefly and with a
non-medical audience particularly in mind. This has resulted, perhaps
unconsciously, in greater emphasis on personal details than is true of the
earlier biography; but the book having been written with ability and taste,
there emerges a sympathetic account of the man's accomplishments against
the background of his personality. Every reader-lay or medical, student
or practitioner-will find its perusal most rewarding.
Coming from a line of pioneer physicians on his father's side, Harvey
Cushing inherited resourcefulness and a "dogged as does it" determination
that was to stand him (and his patients) in good stead throughout his life.
From his mother he had a sweetness of character that was especially
apparent in his contact with patients. In the letters sent to his family
from camp and college, the outlines of the years ahead are already limned.
His later life demonstrated the potency of "friendships formed at Yale,"
for not only did the pattern of the mould take form there, but all those
persons and places remained important to him to the end of his days, and
he returned to New Haven late in life with the comfortable feeling of going
home. The years at Harvard Medical School saw the real hardening of
the mould: the recognition that his profession must always be of primary
importance, and the growing urgency to be "firstest" and "bestest."
One does not choose lightly a career in a branch of surgery with a
frightening mortality. But having discovered his interests converging on
the central nervous system, especially after his year abroad with Kocher,
Kronecker, and Sherrington, Cushing set out after his return to Baltimore
in 1901 to assemble and coordinate all known facts about the brain and
spinal cord and by careful and complete study of every case to amass a
body of material that would eventually reveal some of the body's hidden
secrets-and drastically reduce the early mortality percentages. To this
end he rigorously imposed on his residents the necessity of detailed his-
tories, even the recording of all negative findings; in the years to come
these proved their value many times over. He drove himself hard through-
out his professional life, and none of his assistants found his service an
easy one. A stern taskmaster, he constantly maintained a fierce discipline
-un discipline de fer, to use the phrase of the late Clovis Vincent-and
viewed with distaste the casual intrusion of personal relationships on the
professional scene. He had a great feeling for the fitness of things, and
without wasting words saw to it that those around him were aware of that
feeling. He could, however, be a most charming and diverting companion
in his periods of relaxation, and everyone who had the good fortune to
know him cherishes memories of those times when his gay humor and wit
were allowed the upper hand.
In Miss Thomson's book the impact of Dr. Cushing's forceful character
on the individuals and institutions with which he came in contact is woven
into the story of his life, as is the part that Mrs. Cushing played through-
out the years-not an easy one, but carried out with spirit and in the
manner of the great lady that she was. The two busy, exciting decades
in Boston that witnessed phenomenal strides in the field of neurological
surgery, the growth of a great clinic with an ever-increasing number of
students from this country and abroad, the years of retirement at Yale
and the careful strengthening of an already magnificent library-all are
described with pleasant simplicity. From the wealth of Cushing memora-
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bilia in the Historical Library Miss Thomson has made happy selections.
Her felicitous choice of chapter titles and her crisp manner of ending each
chapter provide added pleasure for her readers.
It is now eleven years since Dr. Cushing's death. The two full-length
biographies that have appeared in this interval have given us the story of
his life and personality, but neither author has made a direct attempt to
place him in his surgical time and evaluate his contribution to the advance-
ment of neurosurgery. It is to be hoped that the next study of his life (if
such there may be) will be undertaken by someone who can do this. One
thinks inevitably of Sir Geoffrey Jefferson in this connection.
MADELINE E. STANTON